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Computer-Aided Electroacoustic Design with SPICE.
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The application of the computer program SPICE to the modeling ofelectroacoustic
systems is described. The basic SPICE models for acoustic mass, resistance, and
compliance; mechanical mass, resistance, and compliance; electrical-to-mechanical
transducers; and mechanical-to-acoustical transducers are given. Several examples are
presented of the analysis of microphones, loudspeakers, and crossover networks.

O INTRODUCTION

SPICE is a widely used computer program, which
was developed as an aid for the design of solid-state
electronic circuits with an emphasis on integrated cir-
cuits. In addition to its applications to solid-state cir-
cuits, the program has the capability to analyze complex
Iinear circuits containing independent and controlled
sources, resistors, inductors, and capacitors. Because
these are the basic elements of electroacoustic modeling,
SPICE can be used for the analysis of electroacoustic
systems. Several versions ofthe program are available
for the personal computer, which have powerful
graphics software, thus making possible a rapid eval-
uation of the frequency response, impedance, and
transient response of electroacoustic systems such as

microphones and loudspeakers.
This engineering report presents an introduction to

the use of SPICE as an aid to electroacoustic system
design. SPICE models are given for the basic electrical ,

mechanical, and acoustical elements of electroacoustic
modeling and for the transducer elements that couple
electrical to mechanical systems and mechanical to
acoustical systems. Several examples are presented
which illustrate the application of the models to the
areas of microphone design, loudspeaker design, and
crossover network design. One of the f'eatures of the
modeling is that controlled sources are used in place
of the usual transformer. This makes it possible to use
either impedance or mobility models in the analogous
circuits. Only the impedance analogous circuits are

covered here.
The scope ofthis report is to provide an introduction

to the application of SPICE to electroacoustic problems.

*Manuscript received 1991 March 19.
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It is not intended to be a complete reference on the
subject. A good description ofthe analysis capabilities
of SPICE can be found in [] and [2]. Although these
references concentrats primarily on electronic circuit
applications, they are useful in the present context also.

1 INDEPENDENT SOURCES IN SPICE

The SPICE symbols for a constant-voltage source
and a constant-current source are V and I, respectively.
Fig. I illustrates the SPICE circuit models for each,
where the conventions for the positive (N+) and neg-
ative (N-) reference nodes are labeled. For an ac si-
nusoidal steady-state analysis, the codes thai specify
these sources are

VX N+ N―  AC VALUE
IX  N+ N一  AC VALUE

(1)

(2)

where X is the name for the source, N* and N- are
the positive and negative source nodes, respectively,
and VALUE is the ac numerical value of the source.
The instruction for performing an ac analysis in decade
intervals is

.AC DEC ND FSTART FSTOP (3)
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Fig. l. (a) Constant-voltage
source.
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where ND is the numberof points perdecade, FSTART
is the start frequency, and FSTOP is the stop frequency.

For a transient pulse analysis, the codes that specify
voltage and current sources are

VX N+ N_ PULSE(V1 V2 TD TR TF PW PER)
(4)

IX N+ N_ PULSE(II 12 TD TR TF PW PER)
(s)

where V 1 (I I ) is the initial value of the pulse, V2 (12)

the pulsed value, TD the time delay, TR the rise time,
TF the lall time, PW the pulse width, and PER the
period. The instruction for performing a transient pulse
analysis is

.TRAN TSTEP TSTOP (6)

where TSTEP is the printing increment and TSTOP is
the final time. There are other types of sources modeled
by SPICE besides the ac sinusoidal steady-state source
and the pulse source. These are not covered here.

2 PASSIVE TWO.TERMINAL ELEMENTS IN
SPICE

The passive two-terminal components that are mod-
eled by SPICE are the resistor R, the inductor L, and
the capacitor C. The respective SPICE codes that specify
these elements are

RX Nl N2 VALUE (7)

LX Nl N2 VALUE (8)

cx Nl N2 VALUE (9)

where X is the name for the element, Nl and N2 are

the circuit nodes to which the two leads of the element
connect, and VALUE is the numerical value of the ele-
ment.

3 CONTROLLED SOURCES IN SPICE

There are four controlled sources in SPICE: the volt-
age-controlled voltage source (VZ : E x Vl), the

current-controlled voltage source (V2 : H x Il), the

current-controlled current source (12 : F x I1), and

the voltage-controlled current source (12: G x Vl).
The SPICE code for the voltage-controlled voltage
source is of the form

EX N tt N一  NCtt NC―  VALUE ( 10)

where X is the name for the source, N* and N- are

the positive and negative terminals, respectively, NC+
and NC- are the positive and negative controlling
nodes, respectively, and VALUE is the numerical value
of the voltage gain E of the source. The SPICE code
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for the current-controlled voltage source is ofthe form

HX N tt N―  VNAME VALUE (11)

where X is the name for the source, N+ and N- are

the positive and negative terminals, respectively,
VNAME is the name of the voltage source through
which the controlling current flows, and VALUE is the

numerical value of the transresistance gain H of the

source.
The SPICE code for the current-controlled current

source is of the form

FX N+ N- VNAME VALUE (12)

where X is the name for the source, N* and N- are

the positive and negative terminals, respectively,
VNAME is the name of the voltage source through
which the controlling current flows, and VALUE is the
numerical value of the current gain F of the source.
The SPICE code for the voltage-controlled current
source is of the form

GX N+ N_ NC+ NC_ VALUE (13)

where X is the name for the source, N* and N- are

the positive and negative terminals. respectively, NC*
and NC- are the positive and negative controlling
nodes, respectively, and VALUE is the numerical value
of the transconductance gain G of the source.

The conventions forthe positive (N* and NC+) and

negative (N- and NC-) reference nodes in the codes

for the four controlled sources follow those used in
Fig. I. The current-conirolled voltage source and the

current-controlled current source each require the name

of a voltage source through which the controlling current
flows. These sources must be constant-voltage sources.

If the controlling current flows in a branch in which
there is no constant-voltage source that can be specified,
a source with an assigned voltage of zero can be inserted
in series with the branch. Thus a constant-voltage source

with an assigned value of zero can be thought of as an

ammeter in SPICE.

4 SPICE MODELS FOR INDEPENDENT
ELECTROACOUSTIC SOURCES

There are six independent sources that are used in
the analogous circuits of electroacoustic modeling. The

constant-voltage generator and the constant-current
generator are the two independent sources in the elec-

trical parts of the analogous circuits. The constant-

force generator and the constant-velocity generator are

the two independent sources in the mechanical parts.

The constant-pressure generator and the constant-vol-
ume-velocity generator are the two independent sources

in the acoustical parts. The SPICE models for the

impedance analogs of these six sources are given in
this section.

In the electrical parts of electroacoustic models,
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voltage is denoted by e and current by i. In the me-
chanical parts, force is denoted by/and velocity by
u. In the acoustical parts, pressure is denoted by p and
volume velocity by U. Table I lists the SPICE generator
that is used to model independent sources for each of
these variables in impedance analogous circuits.

5 SPICE MODELS FOR PASSIVE TWO.
TERMI NAL ELECTROACOUSTIC ELEMENTS

In the electrical parts ofelectroacoustic models, the
passive two-terminal elements are the resistor, the in-
ductor, and the capacitor. Let these elements be denoted
by ,i?e, Ls, and Cp, respectively. In the mechanical
parts, the passive two-terminal elements are the damping
resistance, the mass, and the compliance, denoted by
Ru, Mu, and Cy, respectively. In the acoustical parts,
the passive two-terminal elements are the acoustic re-
sistance, the acoustic mass, and the acoustic compli-
ance, denoted by Ra, Ma, and. Ca, respectively. Table
2 lists the SPICE element that is used to model each
of these elements in impedance analogous circuits.

6 SPICE MODELS FOR ELECTROACOUSTIC
TRANSDUCER ELEMENTS

There are four transducer elements that are often
encountered in electroacoustic modeling. These are the
electromagnetic-mechanical transducer, the crystal
electrostatic-mechanical transducer, the condenser
electrostatic-mechanical transducer, and the mechano-
acoustic transducer. Conventional models for these
usually involve the use of transformers. Because of
the restrictions imposed by the electrical relations be-
tween the transformer terminal variables, mobility
models can be required in either the mechanical or the

Table l. Impedance analogous SPICE
models for independent sources.

Electroacoustic SPICE model
variable impedance analog

Fig 2 (a)Elcctronlagnetic― mechanical transduccr
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acoustical parts of the system model, or in both. The
gyrator is a circuit element that has been used in place
of the transformer to circumvent mobility models. In
this report, controlled sources are used to represent
transducer elements. With the controlled sources, re-
strictions imposed by the transformer terminal relations
can be avoided and impedance and mobility analogs
can be used interchangeably. Only the impedance
models are given here.

6.1 Electromagnetic-Mechanical Transducer [3]
A simplified form of this transducer is illustrated in

Fig. 2(a), where a Iength of straight wire is shown
cutting in a magnetic field 8. In practice, the transducer
usually consists of a coil of wire rather than a straight
length. For this reason, it is often called a moving-coil
transducer. It is used in the modeling of the dynamic
microphone and the dynamic loudspeaker. Let the ef-
fective length of the wire that cuts the magnetic field
be denoted by /. The basic electromechanical equations
that relate the back EMF e in the coil to the velocity a
with which it moves and the force/exerted on the coil
to the current i that flows through it are

ι =β ル

ノ=β JIZ

(14)

(15)
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The impedance analogous controlled-source model for
the electromagnetic-mechanical transducer [4] is given
in Fig. 2(b). The circuit can be implemented in SPICE
with a current-controlled voltage source and a current-
controlled current source as described.

Table 2. Impedanbe analogous SPICE
models for passive two-terminal

elements.

Electroacoustic SPICE element
element impedance analog

RE
LE
σE
RM
″M
CM
RA
lイ A
CA

f

仁̈
(b)

(b) Controlled-source model of transducer

/
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6.2 Crystal Electrostatac-Mechanical Transducer
I3I

This transducer is sometimes called the piezoelectric
transducer. It is the basic transducer used in the mod-
eling of the crystal microphone and the crystal loud-
speaker. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the basic construction of
the transducer. It consists of a piezoelectric crystal
element mounted against a rigid surface with capacitive
plates attached to two opposite sides. The basic elec-
tromechanical equations that relate the terminal voltage
e and current i, the force/exerted by the face of the
crystal, and the velocity r with which the face of the
crystal moves are

ENGINEERING HEPORTS

types of condenser transducers are covered here-the
single ended and the push-pulI. The former is normally
used in microphones, while the latter is used in loud-
speakers. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the basic construction of
the single-ended transducer as it might appear in a

microphone. It consists of a thin conducting diaphragm
suspended in front ofa conducting back plate. Insulating
material is used between the diaphragm and the back
plate so that a dc polarizing voltage can be applied
between the two.

The basic electromechanical equations that relate the

small-signal components of the terminal voltage e and

current i, the small-signal force/exerted by the dia-
phragm, and the small-signal velocity a with which
the diaphragm moves are

i:Cese*rCeLt

u : -Cvsf * rClai j=ε
EOSι

~三■2ク

掏

“
= ―CMs/一 二f立

:

χ0

(16)

(17)
(18)

(19)

where s is the complex frequency, CB the electrical
capacitance between the plates on the crystal, Cy the
mechanical compliance of the crystal, and t the crystal
coupling coefficient. The impedance analogous con-
trolled-source circuit model for the crystal electrostatic-
mechanical transducer [4] is given in Fig. 3(b). The
circuit can be implemented in SPICE with two capacitors
and two current-controlled current sources as described.

6.3 Condenser Electrostatic-Mechanical
Transducer [3]

This is the transducer that is used in modeling con-
denser microphones and electrostatic loudspeakers. Two

where s is the complex frequency, E the dc polarizing
voltage between diaphram and back plate, Cs6 the zero-
signal electrical capacitance between diaphragm and
back plate, Cy the mechanical compliance of the dia-
phragm, and xs the zero-signal spacing between dia-
phragm and back plate. The impedance analogous con-
trolled-source circuit model for the condenser
electrostatic-mechanical transducer [4] is given in Fig.
4(b). The circuit can be implemented in SPICE with

・
CEU モCMi

(b)

(b) Controtled-source model of transducer.
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(b)COntroHcd― source model of transduccr
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Fig. 3. (a) Crystal electrostatic-mechanical transducer.

／
。Fig. 4. (a) Condenser electrostatic-mechanical transducer.
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two capacitors and two current-controlled current
sources as described.

Fig. 5(a) illustrates the construction ofthe push-pull
condenser transducer as it might appear in an electro-
static loudspeaker. The diaphragm is the center element.
The two end plates are perforated to allow dipole ra-
diation from the diaphragm. Two polarizing voltages
are applied to the transducer, a positive voltage to one
end plate and a negative voltage to the other. Opposite-
polarity voltages +(E + e1) and -(I'+ e2) are applied
to the perforated front and back plates, respectively,
where E is the dc polarizing voltage and e1 and e2 are
signal voltages. In normal applications, et and e2 are
differential voltages, that is, €z: -er.

The impedance analogous controlled-source circuit
model for the push-pull condenser electrostatic-me-
chanical transducer is obtained by combining the single-
ended analogous circuits for the two sides [4]. The
combined circuits are shown in Fig. 5(b). The circuit
can be implemented in SPICE with three capacitors
and four current-controlled current sources as described.

6.4 Mechanoacoustlc Transducer [3]
This transducer is a plane piston that radiates an

acoustic pressure when it is driven by a mechanical
force. Fig. 6(a) illustrates such a transducer, where S

is the piston area,/the force driving the piston, a the
velocity with which it moves, U the volume velocity
emitted from the front of the piston, and p : pr - pz
is the pressure difference between the two sides of the
piston. The basic equations relating these variables are

ノ = Sρ

υ =S“

(20)

(21)

The iinpedance analogous‐ circuit model for the me‐

chanoacoustic transducer[4]is giVen in Fig.6(b).The

circuit can bc implemented in SPICE with a voltage―

controllcd voltage source and a current― controllcd cur‐

rent source as described.

7 SP:CE MODEL:NG OF ELECTROACOuSTic
MUTUAL COUPL:NG

Mutual coupling effects between pistons in a common

bafne can be difncult to model with electroacoustic

＼

ELECTROACOUSTIC DESIGN WITH SPICE

analogous circuits. A rigorous solution to the mutual
coupling problem is given in [5], but no electroacoustic
models are developed. Approximations are made in [6]
and [7] in modeling the coupling effects in vented-box
loudspeaker systems, and low-frequency electroacoustic
models are given. The controlled-source model pre-
sented here predicts the same acoustic mutual coupling
mass as the model given in [6] .

Fig. 7(a) illustrates two circular pistons in an infinite
baffle which are spaced a distance d between centers.
Piston t has radius al and emits a volume velocity U1 .

Piston 2 has radius a2 and emits a volume velocity U2.

The analogous circuit for each piston is obtained by
adding a current-controlled current source in parallel
with the analogous circuit for the air-load impedance
on a piston in an infinite baffle given in [3]. The circuits
are shown in Fig. 7(b). The circuits model pressures
p1 and p2 at lhe front side of the two pistons as being
given by [4]

ρ!=(υ l+た l υl)ZAl

ρ2 =(υ2 + た2 υl)ZA2

(22)

(23)

where /<1 = 3Tatll6d, k2 : 3ta2l.l6d,261 is the air-
load impedance on the front side of piston I with piston
2 blocked, Za2 is the air-load impedance on the front
side of piston 2 with piston I blocked, and Ui and U2
are the controlling volume velocities labeled on the
figure. Equations for the element values in the analogous
circuits Zs1 and 262 arc given in [3] and are used in
the following examples. For a noncircularpiston it is
common to replace the piston radius a by VS/r, where
S is the area.

u              U

砕

Sp   Suく

{|::::

Fig. 6. (a) Mechanoacoustic transducer. (b) Controlled-source
model of transducer.
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Fig. 5 (a)PuSh― pull clectrostatic mechanical transduccr.(b)COntrolled― source modcl of transduccr.
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order Butterworth example system design having a lower
half-power cutoff frequency of 40 Hz that is described
in t6l . A l2-in (0.5 m) driver is assumed for which a*
: 0.12 m and R6 : 6.5 O. In addition to the parameters
given in [6], it will be assumed that L6 : I mH, ap :
1.5 in (38 mm), d : l.5a*, and the enclosure quality
factor Q1-: 7. The remaining parameters for the SPICE
simulation are as follows: .B/ : 16.5 T.m, Muo :
0.064 kg, Rus : 3.72 N's/m, Cus : 2.14 x l0-a m/
N, Sw :4.5 x 10-2 m2, Mns = 2.03 kg/ma, CAs :
4.03 x l0-7 ms/N, Rap = 6.91 x 104 N.s/ms, Mh:
30,9 kg/ma, Marc:8.37 kg/ma, Rerp = 3.94 x lO4
N's/ms, Re2p = 8.93 x 104 N.s/ms, Carp : 2.34 x
lO-e m5/N, Merw : 2.66kglma, fterw : 3.97 x 103

N.s/ms, Rezw = 9.00 x 103 N.s/ms, Car* = 7.31 x
l0-8 m5/N, ,t* : 0.393, and to : 0.124.

The following code has been written to analyze the
vented-box system using the PSPICE Circuit Simulator
Program. The first Iine is a title line, which cannot be
omitted. The .PROBE command activates the graphics
data output subroutine of PSPICE. Methods for ob-
taining numerical data output from the program are

立
2om

↑
下

lW I

Fig. 8. Vented-box woofer and closed-box midrange.

ELECTROACOUSTIC DESIGN WITH SPICE

dcscribcd in lll and[21・

VENTED― BOX SYSTEM SIMULAT10N
VEG 10 AC iV
REW 1265
LEW 231M
HBLUW 34 VD216 5
VlW 40 AC OV
HBLIW 5 0 VDl 16 5
LMMDW 560 064
RMSヽV67372
CMSヽV782.14E-4
ESDPW 8 917 104 5E‐ 2

V2W90 AC OV
FSDUヽV10 17 VD24 5E-2
LMABW 1011 2 03
CABW ll 12 4.03じ‐7

V3ヽV120 AC OV
RALヽV l1 06 91E4
LMAP ll 13 30.9
FKPUW 15 13 VD6 0.124
LMAlP 13 15 8 37
RAlP 13 14 3.94E4
CAlP 13 14 2 34E-9
RA2P 14 16 8 93E4
V4ヽV1516 AC OV
V5ヽV160 AC OV
FKWUP 19 17 VD4 0 393
LMAlW 17 19 2 66
RAlヽV17183.97E3
CAlヽV1718731E-8
RA2ヽV18209E3
V6W1920 AC OV
V7ヽV200 AC OV
AC DEC 20 10 10K
PROBE
END

―
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9 Controllcd― sourcc analogous circuit for vcntcd― box systemFig
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8 VENTED.BOX LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
EXAMPLE

An example application of the models to the analysis
ofvented-box loudspeaker systems is given in this sec-

tion. Fundamentals of the electroacoustic modeling of
vented-box systems are given in [6]. Fig. 8 illustrates
the geometry of the system, where it is assumed that
the system radiates into half-space. In addition to the
woofer, the figure shows a midrange in a closed-box
enclosure which is used in a following example. In the
figure, a* is the piston radius of the woofer diaphragm,
ao the piston radius of the port, d the spacing between
the centers of diaphragm and port, I the length of the
port, and Vas the effective internal box volume. Fig.
9 gives the complete controlled-source analogous circuit
model [4] of the woofer and its enclosure with the
SPICE node numbers labeled, "Dummy" voltage sources
(labeled VNW, where N is an integer) are included in
the circuit where needed as ammeters for the current-
controlled sources. These sources are assigned a value
of 0V in the SPICE analysis code. At a distance r, the
magnitude of the low-frequency far-field on-axis
acoustic pressure of the system is given by [4]

(24)

ENGINEERING REPORTS

Thc circuit elcmcnt parametcrs arc as follo、 vs:

RE   = VOiCe― coil resistancc

LE  = VOiCe‐ coil inductancc

β′   = 23′ product of voice‐ coil and magnet

assembly

ルイMD= mCChanical mass of diaphragm
RMs = damping rcsistancc of diaphragm suspcnsion

CMs = compliancc of diaphragm suspension

Sw  =piston arca of woofer diaphragnl,=Tα :

SP  = piston arc of port,=π α
:

νAB = air-load lnass on back of、 voofcr diaphragnl

[8],=pO〃 S、/3S:+8pO(1-S、 /Sb)/

3π Vτ馬,whcrc″ is box depth and Sb is

insidc arca of pancl on which drivcr is

mountcd
CAB  = aCOustic compliancc of cnclosurc volume

VAB,=ソ AB/pOc2
RAL  = aCOustic rcsistancc modcling air lcaks in

cnclosurc

Mb =ν AP~ν AlP,Whcrc″ AP=1/ω :CAB,ω B

is radian Hclmholtz tuning frcqucncy,and

ルイAIP iS Cxternal port air-load mass givcn
bclow

た、   = nlutual coupling coeficient from port to
diaphragm,=3τ αw/16″

たP   = mutual coupling cocfflcient from diaPhragin
to port,=3π αP/16グ

ノトイAIW,RAlW,RA2W,and CAIW arC clemcnts that Hlodcl
air-load ilΥ lpcdancc on thc diaphragm.and′ イヽAIP,RAlP,
RA2P, and CAIP are elcmcnts that modcl air-load

iinpcdancc on thc port Thc air‐ load impedance clcmcnt

valucs are[3〕

ルイAl = 8pO/3π
2α

RA2 = pOcノπα
2

RAl = 128pOι /9π
3α 2_RA2

CAl = 5.94α 300c2             ″

、vhcrc α = α、 fOr thcヽ voofCr diaphragm elcments and

T乱境:簑f:撚聯lcЪl]∫留T:∬
rW蹴

bccause itis modcled by ЛビAIP

Thc foHowing numericalcxample is bascd on a fourth―

klUぅ

k2∪
|

a common baffle. (b) Controlled-source analogous circuit for air loads on

where Us is the total system output volumc velocity,
po : I . l8 kg/m3 is the air density. ancl/is the frequency.

The electroacoustic variables in the circuit of Fig.
9 arc as follows:

eE : voice-coil voltage
i. : voice-coil current
rw : diaphragm velocity
Uo : diaphragm volume velocity
Up : port volume velocity
Uy : enclosure air-leak volume velocity
Us : total system output volume vclocity,

=Uo+Up+UL
pp = acoustic pressure at lront of diaphragm
ps : acoustic pressure at back of diaphragm.

lp(,)l = Y,r,t

丁

上

UiUl

止
2ol

下

下

笠

2

ギ

Ul

~U2
p2

Fig.7. (a) Mutual coupling bctween pistons in
pistons, including effccts of mutual coupling.
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Fig. l0 illustrates the normalized on-axis sound-
pressure-level (SPL) responses of the system as dis-
played by the PROBE graphics subroutine of PSPICE.
The figure shows the overall SPL response of the systqm,
the SPL response of the diaphragm only, and the SPL
response of the port only. These responses are calculated
from Eq. (22) with r : I m from the equation SPL :
2O log(lpll p,"s), where p,,1 : 2 x l0-s Pa. The familiar
Butterworth rolloff at the low end in the response is
predicted accurately. The rolloff at the high end must
be considered to be only approximate because the anal-
ogous circuits do not model resonances in the driver
diaphragm which can cause erratic response near the
upper cutoff frequency. The analysis also predicts the
phase responses of the system, which are omitted here.

9 CONDENSER MICROPHONE EXAMPLE

An example application of the models to the analysis
of condenser microphones is given in this section.
Fundamentals of the condenser microphone are dis-
cussed in [3], [9], and [0]. Fig. ll illustrates the
geometry of the microphone. The assumed specifications
are aluminum diaphragm material of density 2700 kgl
m3, diaphragm, electrode, and front air cavity radii
a = 0.01 m, diaphragm thickness t: 4 x l5-s m, dia-
phragm to back plate spacing xo : 4 x 10-5 m, dia-
phragm tension T : 2 x 104 N/m, back air cavity
volume equal to 100 times front air cavity volume,
polarizing voltage E = 300 V, and a total quality lactor
of 1.0 at the fundamental resonance. The mechanical
mass Myp and compliance Cyp [0] of the diaphragm
are Myp = ytnaTtpr = 4.52 x l0-s kg and CMD =
llSnT : 1.99 x l0-6 m/N. The acoustic compliances
of the front and back cavities are Casl : V*lpocz :
8.95 x 10-14 N'm3 and Cas2: 100 x Casl : 8.95

10h        30h         100h

・ 20XL0010(59000姜 FREOUENCYII(V3‖ ))
o 20姜 L0610(59000■FREOUENCY=I(V7因 ))

Fig_ 10 Calculated on― axis SPLs at i m for vented― box
alone
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x l0-12 N.m3. A diaphragm mechanical damping re-
sistance RMD : 0.178 N.s/m is assumed. For proper
damping, the screen perforations in the back plate must

have an acoustic resistance Ra5 : 5.22 x 107 N's/ms.
The acoustic mass of the screen perforations is taken
to be M65 = l32kglma, The electrical capacitance of
the microphone is C6s : eo lnazlxo : 69.5 pF. A load
resistance of Rt : 20 MO is used for the simulation.

Fig. l2 shows the complete controlled source model

[4] of the microphone. In the acoustical circuit, the
pressure generator labeled pB models the acoustic
pressure in an incident plane wave in the absence of
the microphone. The volume-velocity generator in the
acoustical circuit labeled pslRez models the effects of
reflections from the diaphragm I l] for a plane wave
that is incident normally on the diaphragm. When the

direction of incidence is in the plane of the diaphragm,
this generator is omitted. The resistor labeled Ra1 in
the acoustical circuit is included to prevent nodes 4,
5, and 6 from being floating nodes at direct current.
Without this resistor, SPICE would not run. The value
of Ras for the following simulations has been chosen
large enough so that it is an open circuit for all practical
purposes. The following SPICE code has been written
to calculate the output voltage from the example con-

Dio ph rogm

Bock Air Cclvity

Slotted E c

Front Air Covity

Fig ll Gcomctry for condcnscr microPhone cxamplc

300h        1 0Kh      3 0Kh      10Kh                      ・

・ 20XL0010(59000美 FREOUENCYttI(V5因 ))

F requency

woofer system (a)―― tOtal System;(b)― W00fCr alone:(c)一 pOrt
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denser microphone as a function of frequency for an

incident pressure amplitude of O.l μbar.

CONDENSER MICROPHONE EXAMPLE
VPB 10 AC O.lV
LMAl13 23
RAl126.54E5
CAl123.87E-11
RA2231.3E6
GPB 03 1 07 72E-7
FSDUD 43 V13.14E-4
CAB14 0 8.95E‐ 14

LMAS 4 5 132
RAS 565.22E7
CAB2608.95E‐ 12

RAL 6 0 1E12
FECM17 0 V2 14.9
CMD701.99E‐ 6
V178 AC OV
LMMD894.52E‐ 5

RMD 9100.178
ESDPD 10 034 3.14E-4
RL l1 0 20E6

V211 12 AC OV
CE0 12 0 69.5E‐ 12

FECE0 0 12 V1 5.22E-4
.AC DEC 50 100 100K
.PROBE
.END

Fig. 13 shows the calculated output voltages in dec‐

ibels from thc microphone as a function of frequency

for the incidcnt pressure ofO.l μbar.The voltage output

is shown for two cases― ―with the volume― velocity

generator′ B/RA2 that lnodels renectiOns from the dia‐
phragm omitted(10WCr curve)and with the generator

ELECTROACOUSTIC DESIGN WITH SPICE

in the circuit (upper curve). The curves model the range
of expected responses from the microphone for angles
of incidence between 0" and 90o.

1O LOUDSPEAKER CROSSOVER NETWORK
EXAMPLE

This example illustrates the application of SPICE
modeling to the evaluation of crossover networks for
a woofer and a midrange. The vented-box loudspeaker
modeled in Sec. 8 is used as the woofer in the system.
For the midrange, a closed-box driver is assumed, as

illustrated in Fig. 8. Details of closed-box loudspeaker
design are described in [2], To simplify the example,
the mutual coupling bglween midrange and woofer and
between midrange arid port are neglected. In addition,
it is assumed that the midrange has the same efficiency
as the woofer and has the following parameters: dia-
phragm piston radius a- : 0.04 m, fundamental closed-
box resonance frequency /c : 300 Hz, closed-box
electrical quality factor Qss = 1.0, closed-box me-
chanical quality factor Qy6 : 4, closed-box total quality
factor Qys = 0.8, system total volume compliance Va1
: O.323 liters, system compliance ratio cr : 3, driver
mechanical quality factor py5 :-3, and diaphragm
rear mass loading factor B : 0.449. Fig. 14 gives the
complete controlled-source analogous circuit model [41
of the midrange and its enclosure with the SPICE node
numbers labeled. The figure shows a second-orderhigh-
pass crossover network preceding the midrange voice
coil. A second-order low-pass crossover network is

shown for the woofer. This network connects to the
woofer system model circuit of Fig. 9.

Fig. 14 shows two volume-Velocity summing net-
works, one used to add the volume-velocity outputs

RAL

Acousticol Circuit

砕u勢 |

MMD

O     Mechonlcol Circuit

RMD

0 Electricol Circuit

Fig 12 Controlled― sourcc analogous circuit For condenser microphonc
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from the woofer system and the midrange and the other
to subtract the volume-velocity outputs. These networks
allow the simultaneous simulation of the system re-
sponses with the voice coils of the two drivers connected
in electrical phase and out of electrical phase. lf mutual
coupling effects between the drivers are included, the

simultaneous simulations would not be possible, that
is, the voice-coil connections of one driver would have
to be reversed at the crossover network for the out-of-
phase simulation.

The circuit element values in Fig. 14 are as follows:
voice-coil resistance Rr : 6.5 O, voice-coil inductance

\o,"..^,*u REPoRrs

Le : 0.2 mH, front air-load acoustic mass Maly :
Spol3rza^ = 7 .9'l kg/ma, front air-load acoustic re-
sistance Rnzr"r : psclnaA: 8.10 x 104 N's/ms, front
air-load acoustic resistance Reiu : O28lgri2 - l)
Ra2u = 3.57 x 104 N'sims, front air-load acoustic
compliance Cnrrra : 5.94a1/psc2 = 2.71x lg-e N'm3,
enclosure acoustic compliance Ces : (1 + a)Va1l
apsc2 : 3.07 x 10-e N.m3, rear air-load acoustic mass

M N : Bps/ia^ -- 4.22 kg/ma, diaphragm and voice-
coil mechanical massMyp : lpoczl(2nfs)2Vor - Matu

- M,g)r2al= 2.78 x l0-3 kg, driver mechanical
resistance Rus : To[psc?lsfgovsVer Vt + " 

:

-60+----------{------------+----------+------------}----------r-----------+

-85 +

-90+----------r----------+---- - - ----r - - ----- --- + -- ---- - -
10Kh       30Kh     100Kh

Ll LE

100h       300h        1 0Kh      3 0Kh
o V08(1ln) ・ voB(1lB)

Frequercy

Fig. 13. Catculated ourput voltages from condenser microphone. (a)-0" angle of incidencel (b)-90'angle of incidence.
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Fig. 14. Controlled-source analogous circuit for midrange and crossover networks.
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The crossOver frequency has been chosen to be■ 0=
450 Hz.This is approximately thc frequcncy at which thc

wavelength is equal tO the circumfcrcnce of the wOOf_

er diaphragm. The crossover netwOrk elements have

been calculatcd for a quality factor Oc。 =0.5 under
the assumption that each network has a resistivc load

equal to thc vOice― coil rcsistance RE Of the driver.The

element values are givcn by Cl=c2=2co/2年■。RE
=27.2 μF and ιland ι2=RE/2年■。Oc。 =4.60 mH.
Resistors Rl and R2 in the circuit represent the dc re―

sistanccs Of ιl and L2,reSpcctively.To calculate these,
lt was assumed thatthc reslstance ofthc inductors varlcs

as the square root Ofthe inductance and that a 2.5-■ lH
inductor has a dc resistance of l Ω.This is a typical

value for an air‐ core inductor wOund withチ 18 wire.
The following SPICE code has been、 vrittcn to calculate

the on‐ axis SPL ofthe systenl,where the onlitted woofer

code is the samc as that given in Sec.8

CROSSOVER NETWORK EXAMPLE
VEG 210 AC iV
L121224.6M
R12211.36
Cl 1 0 27 2U

C22123272U
L223244.6M
R22401.36
REM 23 25 6.5
LEM 25 26 0.37M

80+

o 20姜 L0610(59000姜FREOUENCYXI(VSU14))
。 20■ L0610(59000XFREOUENCYキ I(V3日 ))

ELECTROACOUSTIC DESIGN WITH SPICE

HBLUM 2627 V2M 6 15
VlM 270 AC OV
HBLIN1 28 0 VlⅣ1 6 15

LMMDM 28 29 2 82Ⅳ l

RMSM 29 30 1 46
CⅣISM 30 31 364U
ESMPM 31 32 36 33 5.03Ⅳ l

V2Ⅳ1320 AC OV
FSMUM 33 36 V2M 5 03M
LMABM 3334 2 89
CABⅣ134 35 3 07N

RAL 34 35 1E12
RABM 35 057 6K
RAlM 36 37 35 7K
RA2M 37 38 81K
CAlM 36 37 2.71N
LMAlM 36 38 7 97
V3M380 AC OV

・ Vヽ00fCr COdc

FW1039 V3ヽVl
FM1 0 39 V3Ⅳ ll

VSUM 390 AC OV
FW2 040 V3ヽ 11
FM2 40 0 V3VV l
VDIF 40 0 AC OV
AC DEC 50 10 10K
PROBE
END

Thc on― axis SPI´ rcsPonSC Ofthc systenl can bc cal―

culatcd from Eq(24)with υB rcplaccd by υsunl=
υB tt υ、1,whcrc υ、l is thc volumc vclocity cmittcd
by thc midrange diaphragm Fig  15 sho、 vs the cal―

／
″

。
／

。

300h        1 0Kh      3 0Kh      10Kh
・ 20■L0610(59000モFREOUENCYttI(VDIF))
o 20=L0610(59000■ FREOUENCYモ I(V3日 ))

Frequency

Fig. 15. Calculated on-axis SPLs at I m for woofer and midrange. (a)-pressure sum response; (b)-pressure difference
response; (c)-woofer system alone with crossover network; (d)-midrange alone with crossover network.
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culated responses for r : I m for the woofer plus
crossover network, the midrange plus crossover net-
work, the total system output with the drivers operating
in phase, and the total system output with the drivers
operating out of phase. The out-of-phase connection
results in the flattest overall frequency response. How-
ever, some of the typical problems that are normally
encountered in crossover system design are evident in
the plot. The calculated input impedance ofthe system
is shown in Fig. 16.

11 CONCLUSIONS

The SPICE electrical circuit simulator software is a
powerful tool for the computer-aided design of electro-
acoustic systems, including microphones, loudspeakers,
and crossover networks. With SPICE, complex systems
containing multiple electrical, mechanical, and acous-
tical analogous circuits can be analyzed quickly and
efficiently. The four controlled sources of SPICE make
it possible to model electro-mechano-acoustic trans-
ducers using either impedance analogous circuits, mo-
bility analogous circuits, or a combination of both.
This eliminates restrictions imposed on the analogous
circuits when the usual transformer is used in modeling
transducers, The scope of this engineering report has
been limited to an abbreviated overview of the appli-
cations of SPICE with three illustrative examples. Only
impedance analogous circuits of the transducers have
been used. These models can be converted easily to
mobility models.
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